
Year 5 Art & Design 2022

Printing:
Complete at Christmas and other religious festivals/interfaith week:

● Can they print using a number of colours?

● Can they create an accurate print design that meets a given criteria?

Autumn 2 - What makes a good king or queen?
(linked to history)

Spring 1  - Is the circle of life really a circle? Summer 2  - How does the human body change with age?
Who am I?

Textile – Bayeux style tapestry (drawing, painting,
sewing and collage)

Drawing -observational
flower drawings &

Sculptures – clay flowers Painting - a self-portrait painting

● Do they experiment with and combine
materials and processes to design and make 3D form?

● Can they use textile and sewing skills as part of
a project e.g. hanging, textile book etc? This can include
running stitch, cross stitch or backstitch.

● Can they combine visual and tactile qualities to
express mood and emotion?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books about
how they might develop their work?
● Do they use sketch books to compare and
discuss ideas with others?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books about
how they might develop their work?
● Do they use sketch books to compare and
discuss ideas with others?

● Do they keep notes in their sketch books about
how they might develop their work?
● Do they use sketch books to compare and
discuss ideas with others?

● Can they self assess my work against the
success criteria, original plan and identify strength and
areas of improvement.

● Can they identify and draw simple objects, and
use marks and lines to produce texture?
● Can they develop an awareness of
composition, scale and proportion in their drawing?
● Do they successfully use shading to create
mood and feeling?
● Can they organise line, tone, shape and colour
to represent figures and forms in movement?
● Can they show reflections?
● Can they explain why they have chosen
specific materials to draw with?
● They can draw pictures with perspective?
● Do they experiment with and combine
materials and processes to design and make 3D form?
● Can they sculpt clay and other moldable
materials?
● Do they keep notes in their sketch books
about how they might develop their work?
● Do they use sketch books to compare and
discuss ideas with others?
● Can they experiment with different styles
which artists have used?
● Do they learn about the work of others by
looking at their work in books, the internet, visit
galleries and other sources of information?

● Can they self assess my work against the
success criteria, original plan and identify strength and
areas of improvement.

● Can they create a range of moods in their paintings?
Can they express their emotions accurately through their
paintings and sketches?
● Can they create tertiary colours of the colour wheel and
know how to create light and darker tones of paint?
● Can they control the paint water ratio to mix paints of
different thicknesses?

● Can they develop an awareness of composition, scale
and proportion in their drawing?

• Do they keep notes in their sketch books about how they
might develop their work?
• Do they use sketch books to compare and discuss ideas
with others?

• Can they experiment with different styles which artists
have used?
• Do they learn about the work of others by looking at
their work in books, the internet, visit galleries and other sources
of information?

Can they discuss and describe influential artists/craftsmaker’s
work/movement to contextualise their work
• Can they self assess my work against the success criteria,
original plan and identify strength and areas of improvement.
• Can they  give mature and constructive feedback on
discussing others work and helping them identify ways to improve
their work.
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● Can they give mature and constructive
feedback on discussing others work and helping them
identify ways to improve their work.

● Can they  give mature and constructive
feedback on discussing others work and
helping them identify ways to improve their
work.

Which designers or artist are being studied here?
https://www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk/whats-on/tape
stry-changing-concepts

https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/vanessa-barra
gao-world-tapestry/

Could look at Kusama- lifesize sculptures and
Mark Quinn- lifesize flower sculptures
http://marcquinn.com/artworks/flower-sculptures

The children will:
● Cross-curricular with their History lesson, students

will study the Bayeux Tapestry (revise their yr 4

Anglo Saxons unit)

● Develop their understanding of key terms including:

tapestry, collage and symbolism.

● In small groups: Design and collaboratively create a

collage to symbolise a different scene for a

monarch in a collage.

● Use sketch books to create designs

● Chn draw on cloth then paint/ sew

● Use split stitch to create Runes

● Chn create a tapestry of different symbolic

moments across History from different monarchs,

stemming from 1066-present.

Final Outcomes
● Series of different symbolic images that

represent key moments in a monarch’s life and
make up a class tapestry using collage.

The children will:

Study the role of  Charles Darwin and how his
discoveries and art studies changed the world.

Explore different types of mark making and how to
draw something up close/far away.

Visit Kew Gardens and use and apply my knowledge
of mark making to observational drawing

Start to show experience in combining pinching,
slabbing and coiling to produce a prototype.

Create a 3D model from a prototype and 2D design
Self-assess my work against the success criteria,
original plan and identify strength and areas of
improvement.

Final Outcomes
● Children to create a series of diagrammatic

drawings and studies of plants and flowers
from life using pencils, charcoal and chalk.

● Clay sculpture model of a flower they have
seen at Kew Gardens

The children will:
● Look at the concept of ‘The Selfie’, how it has evolved over

time and as a medium: from painting to, photography; to a
click of a button on a phone.

● Students to explore colour theory, colour mixing and
blending with paint.

● Develop their understanding of the proportions of a face and
how to draw theirs by looking in the mirror and using the
mathematical proportions taught.

● Inspired by a variety of different artists,  lynette
yiadom-boakye or Kehinde Wiley , Frida Kahlo, Andy Warhol
and Ai- Dai ) (students to create a self portrait of themselves
using pencil and paint.

● Describe choices and evaluate work

Final Outcomes
● A self portrait painting of each student in class
● HW: Digitalised artwork of themselves inspired by

Warhol

https://www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk/whats-on/tapestry-changing-concepts
https://www.edinburghmuseums.org.uk/whats-on/tapestry-changing-concepts
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/vanessa-barragao-world-tapestry/
https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/07/vanessa-barragao-world-tapestry/
http://marcquinn.com/artworks/flower-sculptures
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Previous learning
Recap Yr 4 work on Anglo-Saxons.
Recap on their previous learning of collage and how to
create a picture from shapes.   Think about sewing
stitches used in in previous years how can develop
these.

Previous learning
Recap on  different types of mark making: curved
and
wavy lines,blending, smudging, cross hatching to
create
light in a pictureight and dark in a picture.
Recap on what is drawing and how to map out a
picture,considering
position,proportions

Discuss golden ratio (cross-curricular with Maths)

Previous learning:
Recap on what is drawing and how to map out a
picture,considering position, proportions and foreground,
middleground and background.
Reflect on colour theory: primary, secondary and tertiary
colours. How to mix
and make the colour you want and how to make a
lighter/darker hues.. Recap
key skills for painting: mark making and how to control the
paint and make it
work for you.
Recap on what is print making.

Key vocab: tapestry collage layer build shape form
stitching runes split stitch

Key vocab: drawing   study    compare   observe
manipulate  art movement  tone   light   shadow

Key vocab: self portrait     symmetry  primary colours,
composition,scale, proportion,
foreground,middleground,background.


